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Abstract— Contact centers, as the organization’s touch point, have a considerable effect on customer experience and retention. It has been shown that 70% of all business interactions are handled in contact centers. A framework is proposed in this conceptual paper to build cleaned interactive customer recognition framework (CICRF) in CCs. CICRF consists of two integrated modules: cleansing and ICRF. The first module focuses on the detection and resolution of duplicate records to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of customer recognition. The second module focuses on interactive customer recognition in a customer database when there are multiple records with the same name. Cleansing module uses Semi-Automatic deduplication process by incorporating three main functions in its design, namely: DedupCrowd, DedupNN and DedupCSR. DedupCrowd is a function that provides training pairs of records for DeduppNN which is a deduplication based neural network. Researchers suggest leveraging human computing power in managing duplicate data which is scalable to the large size of contact centers data. However completion of crowdsourcing tasks is an error-prone process that affects the overall performance of the crowd. Thus, controlling the quality of workers is an essential step for crowdsourcing systems and for that I propose OSQC, an online statistical quality control framework, to monitor the performance of workers. DeduppNN is a neural network based deduplication method that uses output of DedupCrowd for the training purposes. DeduppNN has two features: first is that it is an online deduplication method which is essential for the purposes of customer recognition. Second is that in terms of costs it is much lower in comparison with DedupCrowd. The last function is designed for providing label to pairs when DedupNN is not sure about their label. The intuition behind this function is similar with active learning area which selects appropriate data for labeling. ICRF consists of three integrated sub-modules. The first sub-module (DedupNNSelect) focuses on the detection and resolution of duplicate records to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of customer recognition. The second sub-module determines the level of ambiguity in the recognition of an individual customer in a customer database when there are multiple records with the same name. The third sub-module, depending on the level of determined ambiguity from the second module, recommends to the CSR the series of feature-related questions that need to be asked of the customer for his/her recognition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, providing efficient service has become essential for organizations, especially service delivered through customer contact centers (CCs). Contact centers, as the organization’s touch point, have a considerable effect on customer experience and retention. It has been shown that 70% of all business interactions are handled in contact centers. Having a customer-focused contact center is thus crucial for each organization. A study by Bain & Company found that, for many companies, an increase of 5% in customer retention can increase profit by 25% to 95%[1]. “Every single step needs to be done well — it is not sufficient just to have a wonderful set of people in the call center, you need to sustain that experience at every point of contact and address the total customer experience (TCE) [2]”.

Contact centers’ operations are too complex. These centers require a combination of technology, human talent and task procedures in order to deliver the appropriate and efficient performance[3]. Answering the high number of calls is one of the complexities of these centers, specifically for large organizations. As an example, Amazon receives millions of e-mail messages and voice calls annually[4]. As discussed in Chapter 2, the current literature focuses more to empower CCs by providing technologies for routing calls, storing data, interactive voice response (IVR) while other aspects of CCs are not considered that assist them in making their operations easier.

The overall objective in this paper is to develop techniques that will assist CSRs in CCs to do their job efficiently. Techniques developed will assist CSRs in the dual process of resolution of duplicate profiles that may exist and in the efficient recognition of customers with a common name. Saberi et al. mentioned four main problems that affect the CSRs in CC from doing their job efficiently[5]. These problems are: a) presence of customers duplicate profiles, b) lack of customers
ID recognition system, c) high rate of CSRs turnover and d) lack of supporting systems for CSRs. The effect of these four problems on each other and on the efficient recognition of the customer is depicted in Figure 1. As this figure demonstrates, CSR turnover increases by having duplicate profiles and lack of supporting systems that will assist them to address it. Also it is evident from the figure; presence of customers duplicate profiles has a negative effect on fast and efficient customer ID recognition process. Lack of having supportive system impacts on the customer ID recognition process, which increases the CSRs turnover.

In this paper a Cleaned Interactive customer recognition framework (CICRF) is proposed to address mentioned problems. CICRF with all its subcomponents are explained as follows.

II. SOLUTION OVERVIEW

We propose Cleaned Interactive customer recognition framework (CICRF) to address mentioned problems in the first section. The proposed Cleaned Interactive customer recognition framework (CICRF) has two broad aims. (a) First is cleaning of CC’s database (DB) and (b) second is of an interactive framework for customer recognition solution for CCs. Figure 2 depicts these two aims of CICRF conceptually.

In this section, we broadly explain how these two aims are successfully achieved by CICRF thereby ultimately addressing the four identified problems.
Cleansing:

Presence of duplicate profiles in the CC’s databases is one of the key problems in the efficient operation of CCs. CICRF addresses this problem in two phases: Periodic deduplication and Online deduplication. The process of Periodic deduplication targets the whole CC’s data base while the process of deduplication on a real time basis only focuses on cleansing those tuples that are associated with the contacted customer. These associated tuples are the ones that have either a similar or the same name with the contacted customer.

Semi-Automatic deduplication module (DedupSAUT) is proposed for the purposes of the periodic deduplication and is responsible for the cleansing of CC’s DB while neural network based classifier module is proposed for the online deduplication phase. The process of Periodic deduplication targets the whole CC’s database while the process of deduplication on a real timer basis only focuses on cleansing those tuples that are associated with the contacted customer.

Fig. 3. Tow aims of CICRF Static Cleansing and Online cleansing

Figure 3 depicts, conceptually, how these two deduplication phases perform over the CC’s DB and what their differences are. This figure shows that periodic deduplication starts at $t_0$ and continues in the time periods of $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n, \ldots$. Also it is evident from the figure that when a customer contacts with the CC, online deduplication phase is initiated by running $DedupNN$ over the associated data similar to that of the contacted customer name. At time $t_1$ when it is a time for periodic deduplication process to run, $DedupNN$ is run but on the whole CC’s DB. It is also possible that in periodic deduplication phase, we clean CC’s DB by running either $DedupCrowd$ or combination of $DedupNN$ and $DedupCSR$ when $DedupNN$’s performance degrades.

Interactive customer recognition: An interactive customer recognition framework (ICRF) is developed to this end. ICRF relies on three integrated modules: $DedupNNSelect$, predictive aiding (PA) and decisive feature selection (DFS). As it is discussed before, $DedupNNSelect$ detects duplicate profiles and merges them into original ones before the recognition phase. Predictive aiding informs $CSR$ the level of difficulty of customer recognition and $DFS$ determines the sequence of questions that should be asked from customer for her recognition by $CSR$. The main aim of $ICRF$ is to provide efficient and
fast recognition framework which has a positive impact on both sides: CSR and customer. Recognising the customer in an efficient and accurate way increases the satisfaction which leads to a positive impact. Also this supportive environment make CSR feel better in the complex and challenging environment of CCs.

**Four identified challenges:** Figure 4 demonstrated the proposed solution, CICRF. This figure highlights the difference between two deduplication phases: periodic deduplication and online deduplication along ICRF’s targeted problems.

![Modules to address identified problems](image)

**III. CICRF**

CICRF is the framework which is proposed to address identified problems in this thesis by focusing on duplicate profiles and customer recognition issues. Figure 5 demonstrates CICRF’s two main components, namely, cleansing and ICRF, with its subcomponents. It is vital to briefly introduce all these subcomponents in this paper to assist readers in the better understanding of the proposed solution, CICRF. In Section A, I introduce the first aim of CICRF which is the cleansing phase with its subcomponents. In Section IV, I introduce the ICRF with its three subcomponents.

![CICRF and its subcomponents](image)
A. Cleansing

As I mentioned earlier, CICRF has the ability to perform deduplication in two ways: periodic deduplication and online deduplication. These two ways are designed to address the identified problems namely the presence of Dirty Data and duplicate customer profiles. This deduplication assists CCs to clean their database and is very useful in customer recognition process by making it more efficient and fast.

Semi-Automatic deduplication (DedupSAUT) and DedupNNSelect are proposed to perform the periodic and online deduplication respectively. It should be also noted that DedupNN is a part of DedupSAUT but its scope is different to DedupNNSelect which is used in online phase. When Neural based classifier is used in the online phase (DedupNNSelect) it just runs on part of CC’s DB while in periodic phase (DedupNN) it targets the whole CC’s DB.

Before explaining and discussing various components of DedupSAUT, it is suitable to clarify that why DedupSAUT is a semi-automatic approach and not a fully automated one. As the first note it should be noted that developing automatic deduplication method is an ideal solution for any cleansing project. However, having such an automatic deduplication approach, in this thesis for the CC’s DB, is hard to achieve along with maintaining a high level of accuracy due to the dynamic and complex nature of CC’s DB. One way to provide an automatic deduplication method is to build a rule based expert system or machine learning based classifier that will automatically is able to classify pairs either as duplicate pairs of non-duplicate records while these kind of classifiers usually are not perfect and suffer from classification errors (Type I & II) [6]. Hence, feeding them with human feedback is one way which increases their accuracy. Thus I increase the accuracy of deduplication task by making it semi-automatic with the higher cost in terms of time, complexity to ensure its correct answer. I use neural based classifier, DedupNN, as the core deduplication method by hybridizing it with two other main components: DedupCrowd and DedupCSR which form a semi-automated deduplication system as shown in Figure 6.

**Fig. 6. DedupSAUT: Semi Automated Deduplication**

DedupCrowd is a crowdsourcing based deduplication module [7, 8]. It is developed to provide training data for DedupNN to assist it in its classification purposes. Once DedupNN is convergence to the good results at the end of its training, then the use of DedupCrowd is not required thereby decreasing it overall cost of cleansing. Even after DedupNN training, its performance can be degraded due to the dynamic and complex nature of CC’s DB. To address this DedupCSR is developed for retraining DedupNN. In such scenarios, either DedupCSR or DedupCrowd can be used depend on the number of pair that need to be clarified. If (N) is greater that the threshold (M) that is defined to justify the use of cost required by DedupCrowd. Alternatively if N is less than M (the costs required by DedupCrowd) then DedupCSR is used. In other words, DedupCSR is used when the number of records that DedupNN is not able to classify accurately is small since it is not practical to trigger DedupCrowd for such a small number of HITs. In fact, it is not beneficial for workers to just answer small number of HITs with little compensate. It should be noted that by trigging DedupNN, DedupSAUT is able to classify records
as either duplicate or not-duplicate. Also it is important to note that DedupNN is updated by feedbacks which are provided by either DedupCrowd or DedupCSR. Figure 6 demonstrates the mentioned process of DedupSAUT through graphical chains.

1) DedupCrowd: Crowd based algorithm for deduplication

DedupCrowd is a crowd based algorithm for deduplication that leverages the power of human in the deduplication process for cleansing the CC’s database. DedupCrowd is beneficial in three ways: firstly it provides a reliable deduplication process from an accuracy perspective; secondly it provides training data for DedupNN which is used by DedupNNSelect one of ICRF’s module and finally it assists us in identifying those CSRs that can be used in DedupCSR module. As Figure 7 depicts, DedupCrowd relies on four integrated modules: Pairs identification, Workers’ error estimation, Monitoring rules and Majority of voting.

Pairs’ identification module is the first module which is initiated on the start job of DedupCrowd. This module identifies pairs (HITs) that should be posted to workers for their labelling. After posting identified pairs to the workers, Workers’ error estimation module is initiated to estimate their associated errors during the completion of HITs. The outputs of this module are fed into Monitoring rules module to determine the reliability of workers job. This module either allows workers to continue their job due to their good performance or evicts them due to the low quality job. Finally the labelling results from workers, who remained in the system, are used to determine the final label for each pair. Majority of voting scheme is used to do this end by labelling each pair to one which is used by filtered workers in their labelling.

Figure 7. DedupCrowd

Four integrated modules of DedupCrowd are explained briefly in the following sections:

a) Pairs identification module

Usually the percent of duplicate profiles in any DB is not a high number and majority of plausible pairs are very dissimilar which are not duplicates for sure[9]. Thus, it is not necessary to post all the possible pairs into crowds which are \( \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \) pairs by considering \( n \) as the number of tuples in CC’s database. It is an easy task to filter dissimilar pairs and justs post pairs into crowd that are similar. Distance metric is used to calculate this similarity and a heuristic threshold is set to identify candidate pairs, HITs, for crowd labelling.

b) Workers’ Error Estimation module

To monitor the performance of workers, estimating their error during completion of HITs is essential. This estimation is done via Workers’ Error Estimation module and its output is used by the Monitoring rules module for monitoring the performance of the workers. The hybrid gold- plurality algorithm is proposed as the worker error estimation algorithm [7].
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c) Monitoring Rules module

The Monitoring Rules module monitors the performance of workers and evicts workers with too poor performance. A multi-rule quality control (QC) system is proposed for this purpose and is designed in a way that current and past errors of workers are taken into account [10]. This system consists of four rules that are used to determine the status of workers at the end of each batch either as ‘is within control’ or ‘get suspended’.

d) Majority of voting module

Majority of voting (MV) is a handy and popular aggregation approach in the crowdsourcing which simply selects the most frequent label for the final label of each pairs [11]. I use weighted MoV (WMV) to determine the final label more accurately by considering the output of Workers’ Error Estimation module as the weights. WMV assists DedupCrowd to determine the final label of each pair by aggregating active workers labelling. As it is mentioned, DedupCrowd provides with DeduppNN training data. DeduppNN is explained briefly in the next section.

2) DedupNN

DedupNN is a classifier based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) [12, 13]. This module has the role of finding duplicate profiles and merging them into original profiles. This is an online deduplication method which is essential for customer recognition process to make it more accurate and faster. It is possible that a duplicate detection algorithm returns the wrong output. This error can be one of the following error types: false negative or the false positive error. If it is false negative, the algorithm fails to match two records, classifying a true matched pair as a non-match. If it is false positive, the algorithm classifies two distinct (different) records as a matched pair which is incorrect. As it was mentioned earlier, labelled paired records by crowd via DedupCrowd are used as the training data for ANN training purposes. If this trained neural network fails to accurately categorize some pairs into either duplicate or not-duplicate, individual feedbacks are used in this regards. These individuals can be either crowd or CSRs based on the number of these pairs. If the number of uncertain pairs is high DedupCrowd is used again while DedupCSR is utilized for the case of low number of uncertain pairs. DedupNN output is forwarded to Predictive Aiding module as the cleansed data.

3) DedupCSR: CSR based algorithm for deduplication

DedupCSR is an algorithm that use ANN as its classier is not accurate always like other classifiers [14] and retraining it with more data will improve its accuracy [15]. Thus more training data is needed which can be obtained in this case via crowd or CSRs. The selection between Crowd and CSR is done based on the number of uncertain pairs. If this number is small, CSRs feedback are used otherwise DedupCrowd is utilized again.

DedupCSR relies on two integrated modules and a decision variable. Question selection module and Compare module are two modules that construct DedupCSR. The decision variable is the number of uncertain pairs that its impact on DedupCSR is explained above. Sudden drift in pattern of duplicate profile is possible in CCs database and this is reason for observing some uncertain pairs by DedupNN. Figure 8 depicts DedupCSR flowchart by highlighting its two main modules.
When a customer contact CCs after end of his conversation, Question selection module is used to post a pair for CSR’s labelling. This labelling assists DedupCSR in calculating the ability of CSRs in deduplication process. To complete this calculation the output of CSR’s label should be compared with other workers’ labels which be done via Compare module.

Calculating CSRs’ ability in recognition of duplicate profiles as the front line staff is beneficial in some ways: Using their feedbacks for training DedupNN, using capable CSRs in future as the part of workers, putting more weight on their feedback about databases quality issues and using them for training other CSRs through a knowledge management platform. In this thesis we just demonstrate how we can calculate the ability of CSRs regarding duplicate profiles recognition and shows how this calculation is used for improving the performance of DedupNN and do not go further with this point.

a) Question Selection module

The main aim of this module is to identify which pair of records should be asked from the CSR from the given list, as they do not have enough time to answer all the HIT tasks. Integration of Heuristic probabilistic method and active learning based method is used to this end. For having the maximum impact, Whang et al.’s method has been used in which they propose a probabilistic method that estimates the accuracy of deduplication considering the label given by CSR to a pair [16]. The uncertainty sampling is utilized in active learning research [17].

b) Compare Module

In this module, the ability of CSRs in deduplication process is calculated. This calculation is done by comparing their labels with the final label of DedupCrowd in the related pairs. This model consists of two phases: labelling CSR ability and monitoring his ability. The first $m$ labels of CSR are compared with DedupCrowd and if $k$ percent of his labels similar with DedupCrowd labels, this CSR is considered as Good CSR. After this phase, his labelling is monitored during a time by using multi rule QC. It is possible that this CSR do not consider as Good CSR if his performance is considered as out of control.

IV. ICRF

This module is proposed to automatically assist a CSR in the efficient and effective recognition of individual customers in a large customer database with many ambiguous entries[18]. In fact, this module is designed to address two of identified problems: customers with common name recognition issue and complexity of CCs’ operations and lack of CSRs supporting systems. This module has two main features: fast recognition and data quality improvement and relies on three integrated modules: Duplicate detection, Predictive aiding, and Decisive Feature Selection. Figure 9 shows how these three modules working through ICRF. DedupNN is used as their duplicate detection modules since ICRF need an online duplicate detection algorithm to be able perform its job in an interactive manner. Since DedupNN is explained in Section, predictive aiding and decisive feature selection modules are explain in the following.

Fig. 9. ICRF

1) DedupNNSelect

When a customer contacts CC, the CSR should look at customer profiles (Tuples) who share the similar or same name with this customer. Detecting duplicate profiles among these tuples make the process of recognition much efficient and
faster. Therefore, a neural network based deduplication technique which is trained in DedupSAUT (DedupNN) should run over part of CC’s DB which also expedites its implementation. With the similar approach which is used in first module of DedupCrowd, just pairs forward to this classifier that are similar. Therefore just selected pairs are forwarded to the neural network based deduplication technique and this neural network based classifier called DedupNNSelect. Table I depicts the similarity and difference of DedupNN and DedupNNSelect. It shows that they use the same architecture since the trained neural network does not change while they have different domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I DEDUPNN AND DEDUPNNSELECT COMPARISON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DedupNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DedupSelect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This section reduce the input’s space and make DedupNNSelect implementation even faster which is an essential factor in customer recognition. As it is clear based on the given discussion in this paper, DedupNNSelect is trained and tested before its usage in customer recognition framework. In fact, based on machine learning terminology usage of DedupNNSelect at this stage is its recall phase.

2) Predictive Aiding (PA) Module

“One of the reasons for this high turnover rate is due to CSR’s dissatisfaction with their work environment. There can be many different factors that can lead to such dissatisfaction with the successful identification of the virtual customer being one of them”[5]. PA module is designed and developed in order to assist CSRs in better customer recognition. In fact, PA assists CSRs to predict the level of ambiguity of current tuples. In other words, when customer makes a contact with CSR, PA is able to determine the difficulty of this customer’s recognition process by providing two scalar and linguistic variables.

PA module has two roles in the proposed framework. Firstly, its scalar output is used as a decision variable as to whether to use Customer Recognition or not. If the level of ambiguity of current tuples is low, then we do not use the Customer Recognition module. Figure 2 demonstrates how the Predictive Aiding scalar output is used as the decision variable. Secondly, Predictive Aiding assists the CSR to be proactive rather than reactive in the recognition process. It is clear that CSRs are more effective at being proactive than reactive. The linguistic output of Predictive Aiding assists CSRs in predicting the customer recognition difficulty. In fact, this difficulty is provided to the CSR in the form of a fuzzy linguistic variable. This fuzzy variable has a better communication capability as stated in the natural language form.

3) Decisive Feature Selection (DFS) Module

The DFS module acts like a guideline by generating the sequence of the most decisive questions. The decisive questions expedite client recognition which improves customer experience. Three approaches are proposed to find these questions from three different schools of thought, namely statistical analysis, information retrieval and machine learning: (i) Levenshtein edit distance in combination with weights based on the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) of terms, (ii) statistical tests based on the ANOVA[19], and (iii) decision trees based on the C4.5 algorithm. In order to determine the preferred algorithm, two criteria are proposed. It should be noted that this module receives data from the Duplicate Detection module as depicted in Figure 9 and then provides the sequence of the most decisive questions for CSRs.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, I proposed cleaned interactive customer recognition framework (CICRF). CICRF relies on two integrated modules: cleansing and interactive customer recognition framework (ICRF). A semi-automatic cleansing approach by leveraging crowdsourcing and neural networks was proposed. In this paper, I show how CSRs’ feedbacks are used in this semi-automatic approach. Three sub-modules also proposed that build ICRF, namely, DedupNNSelect, Predictive Aiding (PA) Module and Decisive Feature Selection (DFS) Module. Various disciplines armed proposed solution to ensure that the proposed solution is able to deliver the right solution: statistic, machine learning[20], natural language processing, statistical quality control, Fuzzy logic [21] [22] and neural networks[23].
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